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> ADVICE SPECIALISTS
Whatever your needs, DRV offer comprehensive information
and advice either for the supply of parts only and/or for
design, supply, installation and servicing for all leading
manufacturer ventilation products.

> ABOUT D.R VENTILATION
Founded in 2002 by David and Helen Roberts, D.R Ventilation
combines David’s background in ventilation with Helen’s
expertise in the construction and estate management markets.

> INDUSTRY SPECIALISTS
D.R Ventilation is a leading specialist in the design, supply,
installation and servicing of energy efficient ventilation systems
to both domestic and commercial properties.
An independent company, with more than 25 years’ experience,
DRV has worked on many major developments for Hill Partnerships,
Countryside Properties, Leadbitter Construction, Willmot Dixon
as well as working alongside independent builders, homeowners and housing associations.
DRV offers a professional yet personalised service, tailored
to the scope of any project, however large or small. Its systems
are all designed to meet Building Regulations Part F, SAP and
sustainability coding and the NHBC Guidance for Ventilation
requirements.

> SUPPLY SPECIALISTS
D.R Ventilation Supplies, part of DRV, offers a “one stop”
solution providing the supply of all aspects of ventilation
parts and equipment; ducting, fans and fittings, to local trade
and businesses.

During the company’s first six years, DRV worked for the
leading ventilation manufacturers carrying out installations
on their behalf. In 2008 DRV expanded to incorporate an
offering for design, supply, installation and commissioning of
all leading ventilation brands, after DRV recognised a gap in
the market for an independent company offering this service.
In 2014, expanding the business further and wishing to offer
a supply only service, D.R Ventilation Supplies was launched,
aimed at trade and businesses wanting to fit their own systems.

> ENERGY EFFICIENT SOLUTIONS
D.R Ventilation offers a range of energy efficient, reliable
and affordable ventilation solutions including:

>
>
>

HEAT RECOVERY SYSTEMS
PASSIVE VENTILATION
MECHANICAL EXTRACT VENTILATION

Proper maintenance and servicing is essential on all ventilation
systems to ensure the systems run properly, both for the
health of the occupants and to minimise running costs.
D. R Ventilation supply filters and also offer a yearly maintenance
and cleaning service to meet Building regulations and Government
health requirements.

> UNIQUE SHOWROOM
D.R Ventilation has an independent UK showroom - in
Leighton Buzzard – which showcases a range of working
systems from different suppliers, including Vent-Axia, Nuaire,
Zehnder and Airflow. The showroom gives buyers and
industry experts the opportunity to see fully operational
domestic ventilation systems in a realistic residential setting.
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“We have successfully used D.R Ventilation on a number of developments, for a variety of services.
We have found them to be very professional, responsive and helpful, and they have worked with us to find
solutions within some challenging designs. We fully intend to continue using them,
and would have no hesitation in recommending them to any other company”
Oakbridge Homes Ltd
“I have no hesitation in recommending D.R Ventilation Ltd to carry out installation
of heat recovery and mechanical extraction systems”
Vent Axia Ltd
“With regards to my project and installation of heat recovery system, throughout the project D.R Ventilation
performed with great professionalism and speed, which in turn aided in the achievement of our programme date”
Mansell Construction Services Limited
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